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Icarus-X - Full 3D Vertical Shooter for the iPhone, iPod touch and iPad
Published on 04/16/10
The Quadsphere today announces Icarus-X 1.0, their new game for iPhone, iPad and iPod
touch devices. Icarus-X is a full 3D vertical shooter, featuring fast paced action, epic
boss battles, challenging achievements, downloadable replays and the mandatory online
leaderboards. Icarus-x features downloadable replays, so that you can enjoy watching the
best players in the world turn the game inside out. There is also a Slow-Motion Pratice
mode to learn the more difficult patterns at your own pace.
Labegude, France - The Quadsphere today is pleased to announce the release of Icarus-X
1.0, their new game for iPhone, iPad and iPod touch devices. Icarus-X is a Full 3D
Vertical Shooter for Apple's iDevices, featuring fast paced action, epic boss battles,
challenging achievements, downloadable replays and the mandatory online leaderboards!
You like Manic Shooters but you're bad at them - stay with us! Icarus-x features
downloadable replays, so that you can enjoy watching the best players in the world turn
the game inside out and pull out gigantic high scores. There is also a Slow-Motion Pratice
mode to learn the more difficult patterns at your own pace. Here are comments for our
beta-testers:
"This is a solid and highly enjoyable shooter , great graphics great enemy patterns ,
wonderful atmosphere."
"This game has me hooked."
"The replayability in this game is nuts!"
"Hands-down the most beautiful shooter I've seen yet on the iPhone [...] it just totally
jumps off the screen, and in a completely enjoyable way."
Features include:
* Full 3D environments and ships
* Fast paced action
* Simple and intuitive controls
* Online leaderboards
* Downloadable replays
* Slow-motion practice mode
* Epic boss battles
* 4 Challenging modes
* Achievements and Unlockables
* Choose between your iPod music or the game's upbeat soundtrack
* 5 profiles to share the game with your friends and family
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad
* Requires iPhone OS 2.2.1 or later
* 14.1 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Icarus-X 1.0 is $1.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available
worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Games category.
Icarus-X 1.0:
http://www.icarus-x.com/
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Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/icarus-x/id354542499?mt=8
Screenshot:
http://a1.phobos.apple.com/us/r30/Purple/11/22/8c/mzl.hbynrzhh.320x480-75.jpg
App Icon:
http://tof.canardpc.com/view/c515ef3f-c248-4235-bc96-56f62ad2b541.jpg

The Quadsphere is a new Video Game Studio developing for Mobile Devices and PC.
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